Acoustic distortion in the ear canal. I. Cubic difference tones: effects of acute noise injury.
Acoustic emissions in the form of cubic difference tones (CDT's), 2f1-f2, were measured in the ear canals of gerbils and cats. The state of the cochlea was manipulated by means of acute exposure to noise and was monitored with the aid of the whole-nerve response to tone pips. The resulting shifts in the levels of emissions generated by pairs of primary tones of equal intensity were then compared to the corresponding threshold shifts of the whole-nerve response across frequency. Data obtained from normal ears before injury indicate that the absolute thresholds of the whole-nerve responses across frequency are not necessarily good predictors of the absolute levels of CDT emissions generated by 70- and 80-dB SPL primaries. While high emission levels were often linked to low whole-nerve thresholds in pre-exposed ears, instances of animals with sensitive whole-nerve thresholds coupled with very weak emissions were also found. Conversely, animals with poor whole-nerve thresholds (shifted by up to 30 dB) could occasionally have high levels of emissions. After acute noise injury, however, the shifts of emission levels as a function of the center frequency of the primary-tone pair largely corresponded to the threshold shifts seen in the whole-nerve response. In other words, the temporary level shift of an acoustic emission largely reflected the acute change to a specific cochlear region associated with the primary frequencies.